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Safety Notice
Backup DJ & Equipment
Because I believe in stress-free, care-free and well organised events, I take on full responsibility for my attendance and backup
equipment so you need never worry about what happens if anything goes wrong. That’s why I have plenty of backup plans in place.
For example, if I were unable to attend for any reason such as serious illness I would immediately contact another disco to source an
equally talented DJ and fully brief them on all the details of your event. Because black diamond only takes on professional DJ’s with
verified testimonials you can be assured that your entertainment would be in safe hands and still the very best on offer. I carry backup
equipment as standard and can also call upon other DJs if required. So, now that your doubts have been set aside, why not meet up
with me for a chat to work on the unique, fun and memorable aspects of your wedding or party.
Public Liability Insurance (P.L.I.)
For your own peace of mind, it is important that your DJ is covered for all eventualities. If one of your guests should injure themselves on
the disco equipment, and the DJ doesn’t have cover, they could claim directly off you. Likewise, if your DJ damages any of the fixtures
or fittings at your venue, you could be held responsible as the hirer. Many venues insist on seeing evidence that your DJ has PLI. Check
the small print on your venue hire terms and conditions form. Black Diamond Disco is covered and can provide you with a copy of our
PLI for further details.
Portable Appliance Tested equipment (P.A.T.)
When searching for a suitable mobile disco, you’ll probably notice that many (but not all) companies will make reference to their
equipment being ‘PAT tested’. Portable Appliance (or PAT) testing is a requirement that all mobile disco companies should adhere to,
by law. It involves the testing of all electrical equipment to be used at your event that requires a mains supply. It’s generally carried
out every year and it ensures that all appliances are electrically safe to use. As mentioned, it is a legal requirement for the DJ to have
their equipment tested. This is to comply with the The Electricity at Work Act 1989. PAT tested equipment is also needed to satisfy the
requirements of the DJ’s insurance company so you can be rest assured that we are fully PAT tested and hold certificates.
DJ Booking Contract
A contract, signed by both parties is beneficial to both parties! It’s there to give you the peace of mind that you have a concrete
booking and assurance. You can click on the booking form link to see this contract form.
Coverage Area
I am based in Derbyshire, and my coverage area is the whole of the North West including Manchester, Cheshire, Derbyshire and
Lancashire.
Rates
There are absolutely no hidden fees or VAT to pay on top of my basic rate and the full cost of any services will be detailed on your
booking contract. Discounts are also available for events held between Sunday and Thursday as these days are off-peak.
In addition to my basic rate you can request additional services such as all day cover, uplighting and radio microphone hire for
speeches. On occasions with long distances extra fees may be required to be paid to cover and extra travelling costs. Fees for locations
outside my official coverage area are available upon request.

If you are currently hunting around the internet for a competitive price I would certainly urge you to get in touch to arrange an informal
meeting over a coffee to discuss the vision for your event in further detail. It’s only through talking to me that clients really “get it” as to
what I can offer, which is so much more than just a DJ who spins records.
Yours sincerely
Sam Hawley

